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Abstract- We have introduced an application, that is a
facile way to elaborate the design and implementation of a
pharmacy management system. One of its primary
ambitions is to improve accuracy, liberty of patrons, and
efficiency in the pharmaceutical store. One kind of system
illustrates the sophistication of a pharmacy management
system in an avenue of a gratifying conductor by
superintending the drug supply management activities,
sales transactions, and purchasing drugs. As the system
completely schemes to flourish exactitude, enhance safety
and efficiency by the administrators, pharmacists, and
medical representatives following through linear hierarchy.
It is used to monitor all the evolution and govern most
management-related activities in the pharmacy.
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1. Introduction
Just imagine a day when all medical stores are shuttered
down. The imagination is totally rubbish right, because we
all know the importance of the pharmaceutical sector in the
present era. Every day approx hundreds of patients and
buyers come to a medical store for their treatment or for
buying medicine. But one thing is there is a pharmacist who
takes care of all the details of medicine, which starts from
collecting the stock of medicine and ends with their
expiration date. Besides these, they also serve the details of
the dosage of medicine to the customer and many several
things. So a very large pen and paperwork need for doing
these things.
But we want to simplify all these things by the hand of web
3.0. We all know web 3.0 is near far wherein every aspect
of our life will get digital so that we can use less paper to
save trees for a better future. So why not for us?
You can say our project is based on a ‘digital medical
shop’. Where the admin/head will get access to all the
activities in a store throughout the years under one roof.
The pharmacist will be logged in if the admin allows
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him/her and further he/she will be able to do every single
work as they did earlier. So just think once a guy can do
every single activity through this app which they did
mentally and verbally or manually by writing earlier.
So if everything can be monitored through a single app
with zero loss moreover with perfect efficiency you can
check with us for sure for further discussion.

2. Theoretical Background
Nowadays Software plays a big role in society. During the
period of Lockdown People became more aware and more
familiar with Technology. There is no hesitation to
conclude that only manpower is not enough to provide the
desired efficiency. The accuracy is achieved When
manpower meets Technology. Also, the acceptance is
higher when products are easy to use and multifunctional.
Consider a Medical store whose owner is still working
without Technology and with the old pattern of working.
He must have gone through some serious problems like
maintaining Pharmacists, selecting out expired drugs,
billing, accounting, and others. So to make life easier for
shop owners this Project is proposed. Firstly an
Administrator has to sign up himself with the username
“Admin” to get access to this Software. It offers a special
control to the Administrator to add Pharmacists who don’t
have any control over Authorization. An Administrator can
remove a pharmacist as per his requirements. In the case of
a large medical stall, The Administrator can also add others
as Administrator but the first Administrator can not remove
his own account. Medical store software should have [1] Eprescription, Billing system, Multistore, and multi-location
support to make it effective for Business. The software
consists of several functions which allow pharmacists to
take account of new drugs, available doses of every drug
and helps to sort out drugs whose expiry date is near. It also
includes the Billing and E-prescription features to make
this software compact as well as multifunctional.

3. Technology Stack of the App:
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One of the major challenges for software developers across
the globe is to provide solutions for Data Breaching. As per
Gemalto Reports [2] since the year 2013 at least 9 billion
records got stolen, lost, or compromised. To bypass this
issue this software has its own Database which makes it
unique from those which are currently present in the
market. It doesn’t require a network connection for any
operation. It is a complete computer-based application that
does not allow any 3rd party access to make the software
highly secure. This is also not an open-source database all
the data
Figure 4 Checkout page
Fig 4 shows the medicine selling page. Here pharmacists
can take orders, shortlist the orders, give discounts to the
orders, and all the things that the medicine shop offers.

Figure 1 User login page
Fig 1 shows the User Login Page of the App. It’s basically
the same for both administrators and pharmacists. The UI
is responsive and minimal.

will only be available within the organization.
Subscription-related complexity is omitted from the
software, Aftermarket launching storekeepers just have to
buy this software with a nominal budget as a one-time
investment. This makes this software cost-effective also.
This software is basically preferable for those small and
medium medical stores in small areas or towns rather than
large medical clinics.

Flowchart

This

Figure 2 Administrator page
Fig 2 shows the administrator login page. Here on this page
as you can see administrators can do several tasks like
Adding a new user, Deleting a User, Customizing a User,
and all the management things.

Figure 3 Pharmacist page
Fig 3 shows the pharmacist login page. Here on this page, a
pharmacist can do their jobs from adding a new medicine to
modifying, deleting, and also selling it.
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flowchart shows how the two different login pages work for
two different user profiles. One is for the Administrator and
the other one is for the pharmacists. The administrator can
navigate to any page from adding a new pharmacist to
managing and deleting them. Whereas a pharmacist can log
in to their profile and can access all the medicine details
and sell them.

4. Real-Time simulation:
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Figure 5 Add User Administrator Profile
Fig 5 basically shows the Add user page. Here as you can
see an administrator can add new pharmacists by their
personal identities.

Figure 8 Add Medicine Pharmacist Profile
Pharmacists also have add medicine page Fig 8 where they
can add new medicine to their lot with the details of price,
quantity, and all

5. Dataflow

Figure 6 Customize User Administrator Profile
Fig 6 shows the user database page from where an
administrator can view any user, find them by searching
and also deleting them.
Figure 9 View User Administrator Profile
Administrator has the view user page Fig 9 where they can
see their individual details.

Figure 7 Modify Medicine Pharmacist Profile
As like as modify user page pharmacists have modify
medicine page Fig 7 where they can search for any
medicine, modify it depending on the date or quantities

Figure 10 View Medicines Pharmacist Profile
Pharmacists have a view medicine page(Fig 10) where
they can search for any medicine, shortlist it, and delete it
from the database if it is expired.
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Figure 11 Medicine Validity Check Pharmacist Profile
Pharmacists also have a medicine validity checking page
(Fig 11)where they can search for any medicine and find if
it is expired or not.

6. Conclusion
The pharmacy management system is a management
system that is designed to upgrade accuracy and enhance
safety and efficiency in the pharmaceutical store. It is a
computer-based system that helps the pharmacist to
improve inventory management, cost, medical safety, etc.
The pharmacy management system is built for the sake of
ensuring effective and clear data saving and manipulating
as well as neat work on the pharmacy medical products.
This system exertion as per the requirement of the user and
have options consistently. It allows the user to enter
manufacturing as well as the expiry date of medicine placed
in stock and for the sales transactions. This system also has
the capability to print the bill and invoices etc. The
information on supplier's supplies can also be saved in it.
Here we conclude that the Pharmacy Management System
is developed to satisfy the complete needs of the medical
stores for their necessary usage. The main object of the
Pharmacy Management System is to manage the details of
medicine, stocks, inventory, and Pharmacy cells.
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